
Alberta Adventure Divers – Feb. 5, 2013 

 

Pool time: Join the fun: Feb 10, and Mar 9&10 

DAN Neurological Assessment Course: Mar 2 

Ice diving: Feb 16 & 17 

 

I have this delusion about winter being a non-diving season.  You 

know, time to wrap up on the couch with popcorn and movies.  That 

is not the case!   

Enjoy the pictures of our Jan. pool sessions – special thanks to Darla 

and Peter for being brave and learning to handle David’s UW camera 

in the pool.  They did amazing jobs! 

 

Mar 2:  
Safety… 

education… 

knowledge… 

join us …. 

 

DAN Neurological Assessment Course:   
We are offering this course in Wainwright - March 2 

at 1:00.  Let me give you a little background first – 

then you decide if you would like to join us for this 

three hour long informative course. 

I personally know two people very close to me who 

have had rides in decompression chambers – both are 

among my favourite dive buddies.  David was a 

typical presentation – very sore shoulder/arm after a 

couple of weeks of extreme diving – he went in the 

chamber and felt much better.  I was in South Africa 

on a non-dive holiday and received the email – ‘don’t 

worry, but you should know I’ve just been for a chamber ride’.  We were grateful to have a quick 

diagnosis, treatment, and full recovery. 

A much stranger situation arose this spring, and I realized we still have much to learn. 

Feb 2012:  On our dive holiday to Truk, Connie, Blaine and Charlene were dive buddies – we were 

side by side for every dive, except for on the last day when Charlene did two dives before waiting 30 

hours and flying home.  Connie, David and Blaine flew on to Palau for more diving….however, 

unbeknownst to us, Charlene’s adventures were only beginning.  She flew home, had a day or so at 

home, then flew to Mexico with her family – each flight, and a dive in Mexico, bringing on strange 

symptoms, quite easily dismissed as ‘whatever’ – even by doctors.  One thing leads to another, and 

all was ignored until months later, in the spring, when she did a shallow, short dive in Clear Lake – 

and undeniable symptoms came on after surfacing.  This time she was sent to the chamber and 

specialists in Edmonton, and ended up going on numerous chamber rides with DAN’s close medical 

interest and great concern from her family, friends, and all of her dive buddies.  After an extended 

healing time, in Nov., my buddy Charlene was cleared to dive again.   …. what can we learn … 



Lessons learned:  Call DAN for medical advice 

-- beware of complacency -- DAN is your friend 

--don’t put off listening to your body, even if 

symptoms arise an extended time long past what 

is recognized as safe -- DAN is there for you -- 

be as knowledgeable as you can about 

decompression illness symptoms  -- is your 

DAN membership renewed? 

DAN Neurological Assessment Course:  
Charlene’s dad – Dan – no relation to ‘DAN’ 

Diver’s Alert Network – has done a lot of 

research, and has rounded up an instructor who 

will come to teach this DAN course.  It will 

help if you are in the situation of determining 

whether someone is experiencing a decompression hit or a stroke, and gives information that is 

critical to providing care.   Let’s fill the classroom!  Book and pay in advance as the instructor must 

order in books.    Cost: $60    Time: 1:30    

PADI Oxygen provider: a natural to follow to this is the O2 

provider "now that everyone is in the right frame of mind".  

Connie and David would like to teach this two hour course to 

as many dive buddies as we can.  After the DAN instructor 

has left ~ 4:30 we can pause for some supper (perhaps pizza), 

and then teach the Oxygen provider course at 5:30.  Regular 

course price is $140 – for this special evening we will reduce 

it to $90 – includes manual and c-card. 

March 9&10 – note the date change for pool sessions and 

Open Water 

lessons. 

Feb 10 – we have lots of room for people in all of the 

following fun programs: 

Discover Scuba:  Give scuba diving a try:  $35 

Scuba Refresher: for any certified diver who wants 

to review his in water skills.  If you have been out of 

the water for a couple of years and are planning on a 

tropical dive holiday $35 

Seal kids: Come and blow bubbles with us: $25 

Certified divers:  Join us and shake out the cobwebs! 

Pool reminder:  Email or call if you will be joining 

for any of the above dates or programs so we bring 

the proper equipment  

Ice Dive –Feb 16 & 17 still are 

the tentative Ice Dive days! 

Certification course available, 

for those interested.  There is 

no prestudy or knowledge 

reviews for Ice Diving.  Our 

back up date if the weather is 

not good will be the next 

weekend. 

 

Connie & David Faas                                                     Congratulations Open Water class – Jan, 2013   

Alberta Adventure Divers                                  Enjoy completing your certification in tropical waters! 

www.albertadivers.ca     (780) 842-2882          
 

http://www.albertadivers.ca/

